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Abstract

In this paper� we present a method of combining multiple classi�ers for optimizing

word recognition� As opposed to existing techniques for combining multiple OCRs�

where the combination scheme is selected by either using some heuristics or using a

character�level training procedure� the proposed method combines the results of indi�

vidual classi�ers in such a way that the correct word is more likely to be hypothesized�

This method provides a solution to the crucial issue of assigning reliable cost to the

edges of the segmentation graph in the popular over�segmentation followed by dy�

namic programming approach for word recognition� Three combination functions are

proposed and implemented� Experiments show that proposed method for combining

multiple classi�er has a signi�cant improvement on the word recognition accuracy�
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� Introduction

Handwritten word recognition is a challenging problem encountered in many real�world ap�

plications� such as postal mail sorting� bank check recognition� and automatic data entry

from business forms� A great deal of research has been focused on improving character recog�

nition accuracy� Such e�ort includes a recent trend to combine multiple character classi�ers

�OCRs�� which leads to the development of a large number of techniques for combining mul�

tiple OCRs �	� 
� �� ���� In these techniques� a combination scheme is selected by either

using some heuristics or using a character�level training procedure� However� a character

recognizer optimized at the character level does not necessarily produce a high recognition

accuracy at word level due to the high ambiguity in writing individual characters in a word

and the enormous diculty in segmenting word into correct characters�

A prevalent technique for o��line cursive word recognition is based on over�segmentation

followed by dynamic programming ��� ��� It seems to outperform segmentation�free Hidden

Markov Models �HMMs� using a sliding window ���� Over�segmentation based HMMs can

also be built ���� In general� the over�segmentation followed by dynamic programming ap�

proach does not require a probabilistic modeling� Heuristics can be easily incorporated into

the recognition� On the other hand� word�level optimization is dicult to perform without

any probabilistic modeling� In over�segmentation based word recognition� a more crucial

issue is to estimate reliably the probability or con�dence of a segment being a character

category� rather than to hypothesize accurately the identity for each individual segment�

In this paper� we propose a method of combining multiple classi�ers for optimizing word

recognition� The proposed method employs a word�level cost function which is directly re�

lated to word recognition instead of character recognition� Minimizing this cost function is

equivalent to maximizing the mutual information between the desired interpretation and all

possible interpretations� i�e�� maximizing the probability of obtaining the desired interpreta�

tion of the word image�

� Word�level Cost function

We use the over�segmentation followed by dynamic programming approach for cursive word

recognition� In this approach� the word recognition problem is posed as a problem of �nding

the best path in a graph named segmentation graph �see Figure ��b��� A set of split points on

word strokes is chosen based on heuristics to divide the word into a sequence of graphemes
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�primitive structures of characters� see Figure ��b��� A character may consist of one� two

or three graphemes� Each internal node in the graph represents a split point in the word�

The leftmost node and rightmost node indicate the word boundary� Each edge represents

the segment between the two split points connected by the edge� Since our over�segmentor

rarely produces more than three graphemes for a character� we remove all the edges which

cover more than three graphemes� A character classi�er is usually used to assign a cost to

each edge in the segmentation graph� The dynamic programming technique is then used for

�nding the best path from the leftmost node to the rightmost node� A sequence of characters

can then be obtained from the sequence of segments on the best path �see Figure ��c��� Note

that this sequence of characters may not form a valid word in a dictionary� If a lexicon of

limited size is given� the dynamic programming technique is often used to rank every word

in the lexicon� The word with the highest rank is chosen as the recognition hypothesis�

�a�

�b�

�c�

Figure �� Over�segmentation followed by dynamic programming� �a� Original word image�

�b� Graphemes and segmentation graph� �c� Segments on the correct path in the segmenta�

tion graph�
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One challenging problem which is very crucial to recognition accuracy is how to assign

a reliable cost to each edge in the segmentation graph such that the best path chosen by the

dynamic programming corresponds to the correct path with a high probability� A common

practice is to use a character classi�er to assign costs to the edges� The classi�er is �rst

trained at character level to optimize recognition accuracy� Unfortunately� a character rec�

ognizer optimized at the character level does not necessarily produce a high recognition

accuracy at word level due to the high ambiguity in writing individual characters in a word

and the enormous diculty in segmenting word into correct characters�

This paper proposes a method for improving the cost assignment by combining multiple

character classi�ers in such a way that the correct path through the graph becomes the

highest probability path� We choose the following cost function�

C � � ln �
P �d�

PN
i�� P

�i�
� ���

where N is the total number of paths from the leftmost node to the rightmost node in

the segmentation graph� the path�number for the correct or the desired path is d� and P �i�

represents the probability of the i�th path� Minimizing this cost function is equivalent to

maximizing the mutual information between the observations and the desired interpretation�

i�e�� maximizing the probability of obtaining the desired path�

Let Sij be the segment corresponding to the j�th edge on the i�th path� Further� let

yk�Sij� denote the k�th output of the word level trained classi�er for the segment Sij� The

value of k in yk�Sij� is chosen to correspond to the j�th character on the i�th path� Then�

the probability of the i�th path in the graph can be estimated as

P �i� �
niY

j��

yk�Sij�� ���

where ni is the number of edges on the i�th path�

Bottou et al� ��� used the similar mutual information criterion for globally training a

document processing system represented by graph transformer networks� They used a kind of

back�propagation procedure to optimize the parameters in the system� including parameters

in �eld locator� segmentor� and a neural network classi�er� However� no one has applied

word level criteria to optimize the combination of multiple classi�ers �OCRs��
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� Combining Multiple Classi�ers

Consider a set of M classi�ers� each of which generates a C�dimensional output �C is the

number of classes�� yi � �yi�� � � � � yiC�� i � �� �� � � � �M � We do not require that yij be

an estimate of the a posteriori probability for the jth class from the ith classi�er� Let

y � �y�� � � � � yC�� be the C�dimensional output of the combination of the M classi�ers� We

have

y � f��y��y�� � � � �yM��

where � � f��� � � � �pg are the p parameters of the combination function� The goal is to

optimize these parameters so as to minimize the word�level cost function�

A larger number of combination functions can be used� In this paper� we demonstrate

the e�ectiveness of combining multiple classi�ers for optimizing word recognition using the

following three combination functions of two neural network classi�ers�

�� Softmax Function

yk �
e�y�k��y�k
Pn

l�� e
�y�l��y�l

� ���

�� Sigmoid Function

yk �
e�y�k��y�k��

� � e�y�k��y�k��
� ���

�� Nonlinear Scaling Function

yk �
�y

�
�k � y

�
�kPn

l�� �y
�
�l � y

�
�l

� �	�

where �� �� and � are real numbers� When � � � � � � �� the nonlinear scaling function

reduces to the normalized averaging function� The softmax and sigmoid functions have a

nice property of approximating probabilities well� Their derivatives are also well�behaved

and easy to compute� On the other hand� the nonlinear scaling function has a problem

with convergence� since the derivative has exponential and logarithmic terms which often

can become too small or too large resulting in a bad approximation to the partial derivatives

due to the �nite numerical precision� Hence for some starting values of the parameters� the

values of the parameters keep diverging� Even otherwise� it takes some �� epochs to converge

as opposed to 	 epochs in the case of sigmoid or softmax functions�

	



� Optimization Method

We use the gradient descent method to estimate the set of parameters in a combination

function to minimize the cost function de�ned in Equation ���� The parameter updating

rule is as follows�

��t���m � ��t�m � �
�C

��
�t�
m

� m � �� �� � � � � p� �
�

where t is the index of iteration and � is the learning rate�

The partial derivatives of the cost function with respect to a parameter �m can be eval�

uated as follows�

�C

��m
�

ndX

j��

f
�

yk�Sdj�
�

�yk�Sdj�

��m
g �

PN
i��

Pni
j�� fP

�i� � �
yk�Sij�

�
�yk�Sij�
��m

g
PN

i�� P
�i�

���

where the partial derivative �yk�Sij�
��m

is determined by the combination function used to com�

bine the results of multiple classi�ers�

The computation of the above partial derivative involves an evaluation of two summations

over all possible paths�

NX

i��

P �i� and
NX

i��

fP �i� �
niX

j��

�

yk�Sij�
�

�yk�Sij�

��m
g

A naive evaluation of these two summations is prohibitive because the value of N is often

very large� Fortunately� we �nd that both these summations can be computed using the

dynamic programming technique�

To simplify the notations� we introduce a new variable

T �Sij� k� �
�

yk�Sij�
�
�yk�Sij�

��m
�

Let us number the nodes in the segmentation graph from � to � � where the ��th node

represents the leftmost node and the � �th node represents the rightmost node� The algorithm

requires calculation of partial results at each of these nodes from left to right� Let us de�ne

the two partial results A�t� and B�t� at node number t�

A�t� �
N �t�X

i��

P �i� ���

B�t� �
N �t�X

i��

fP �i� �
niX

j��

T �Sij� k�g ���






N �t� corresponds to the total number of paths from the node � to node t� Sij corresponds

to the j�th segment on the i�th path�

Hence� the �nal summations that we are interested in are A��� and B����

The algorithm is as follows�

�� Initialization� A��� � �� A���� � �� A���� � �� B��� � �� B���� � � and B���� � ��

A����� A����� B���� and B���� have been initialized to make the recursion step simple�

�� Recursion� Compute A�t��� and B�t��� from A�t� and B�t� for t � � � � � �T � ��� Finally

we get A��� and B���� the summations we were looking for� Si�j in the following equa�

tions refers to the segment corresponding to the edge in the segmentation graph from

node i to node j�

A�t��� � A�t� �
nX

k��

yk�St�t��� �A�t��� �
nX

k��

yk�St���t��� �A�t��� �
nX

k��

yk�St���t�������

B�t��� �
nX

k��

�yk�St�t���� fB�t� �A�t� � T �St�t��� k�g� �

nX

k��

�yk�St���t���� fB�t����A�t��� � T �St���t��� k�g� �

nX

k��

�yk�St���t���� fB�t����A�t��� � T �St���t��� k�g� ����

� Experiments

For our experiments on word level training� 	��	 words are automatically extracted from

cursive script USPS addresses� These words are over�segmented and each of the graphemes

were then manually truthed� Another independent set of ���� words is used for testing�

For each word� two lexicons of size �� and ��� are generated randomly with the true word

always included� In our experiments� we use two neural network classi�ers as the individual

classi�ers� The two neural networks have the identical topology with �� outputs� 	� hidden

units� and ��� input units� Twenty six output units �out of ��� correspond to the �


alphabetic characters and the additional one represents a non�character� The upper�case

and lower�case of each letter are combined into a single category� For each segment �edge

in the segmentation graph�� a total of ��� features are extracted� of which �� are contour

directional features extracted from the size�normalized bitmap ���� The rest �� features

capture the relative size �height and width� of the segment with respect to its two neighboring
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Table �� Character recognition and word recognition accuracies of the two individual classi�

�ers� The lexicon size is ���

Cost Character Recognition Word Recognition

function Training Test Training Test

Kullback�Leibler ������ 
����� ������ ������

Squared Error ������ ����
� ������ ������

graphemes� and the normalized position �column and row� of splitting points on both sides

of the segment in the joint bounding box with its two neighboring graphemes� respectively�

The two classi�ers are trained using two di�erent character�level cost functions� One uses

Kullback�Leibler function� In this network� the sigmoid function is used as the activation

function in the hidden layer and the softmax function is used as the activation function in the

output layer� The second network is trained using the squared error function� The sigmoid

function is used as the activation function in both the hidden layer and the output layer�

After training is done� the two classi�ers are separately tested for both character recog�

nition and word recognition� The results on the training data and test data with a lexicon

size of �� are summarized in Table �� We see that the network trained with the square�error

cost outperforms the other at both the character�level and word�level recognition� Note that

the character level recognition rates of the two classi�ers are relatively low compared to

results reported in the NIST conference on isolated character recognition ����� This is due

to two facts� �i� in our case the upper�case and lower�case characters are mixed� and �ii� the

excessive ligature in cursive handwriting degrades the character recognition�

We then combine these two networks using the three combination functions� The param�

eters in each combination function are estimated to minimize the work�level cost function

de�ned in Equation ��� on the training data� These parameters are listed in Table �� which

also summarizes the results on both the character recognition and word recognition accura�

cies using the three combination functions� The training were repeated several times� but

we found that di�erent trials produce very similar results�

From Table �� we can see that the word level training does not necessarily improve the

character recognition accuracy �in case of Sigmoid combination� it slightly improves� but in

the other two cases� the character recognition accuracy drops�� However� the word recogni�

tion accuracy is signi�cantly improved over individual classi�ers by using the combinations of
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Table �� Character recognition and word recognition accuracies of the three combination

functions whose parameters are obtained by the word level training� The lexicon size is ���

Combination Parameters Character Recognition Word Recognition

function � � � Training Test Training Test

Softmax ���� 	��� ������ ������ �	���� ����	�

Sigmoid 
��� ���� �	��� �	���� ������ �	���� �	����

Nonlinear scaling �
�
	 ���� ���
 ���		� 
����� ������ ����	�

Table �� Word recognition results with a lexicon size of ����

Classi�er �� Kullback�Leibler Classi�er �� Square error Combination� Sigmoid function

������ ���
�� ������

the two classi�ers� The sigmoid combination function achieves the best performance� which

is better than the best individual classi�er by 	���� on the training data and ����� on the

test data� The nonlinear scaling function is signi�cantly inferior to the sigmoid and softmax

functions at both the character level and word level recognition�

We also perform the word recognition with a lexicon size of ���� For the sake of limited

space� we report only the word recognition results on the test data using the two individual

classi�ers and the sigmoid function in Table �� We see that an improvement of nearly ��� on

word recognition accuracy is achieved by using the sigmoid combination function optimized

at the word level�

� Conclusions

We have presented a method for combining multiple OCRs for optimizing word recognition�

Experiments have shown that the proposed method is an e�ective technique for improving

word recognition accuracy� but is not necessarily e�ective for character level recognition� The

proposed method can also be used for combining information from neighboring characters�

which is much powerful because it makes use of context information to resolve inherent

ambiguity in handwritten characters�
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